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Executive Summary
The Children in Distress Network (CINDI) is a consortium of more than 300
organisations that network in the interests of children affected and infected
by HIV and AIDS in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. In the first half of 2010
CINDI undertook a project to assess current social profiles and current trends
impacting on organisations within the CINDI network. On obtaining these
social profiles, the CINDI network office aims to create district referral
systems amongst CINDI Members, thus pioneering a new development in
networking for the benefit of children and families affected by HIV and AIDS.
Districts Covered
The CINDI Network Office (CNO) visited 176 Members of the network in the
following districts: Umgungundlovu district (includes Umsunduzi and other
municipalities), Ethekwini Metro, Illembe, Uthukela, Umkhanyakude,
Umzinyathi, Ugu, Sisonke, Amajuba and Uthungulu Districts.
Methodology
CINDI believes that the Membership “is the Network.” Therefore an important
aspect of each phase of the Mapping Project was to consult Members about
the process and inform them of the progress of each stage. The CINDI
Mapping Project made use of simple questionnaire survey which was
completed by staff of the CINDI Network Office during visits to the Members’
site offices. The questionnaire contained both qualitative and quantitative
data. Sampling was done in all geographical areas where there are CINDI
Members and all Members were invited to participate in the mapping process.
Results: Membership
The CINDI Members are categorized according to their Membership status as
full voting Members, affiliate Members or friends of CINDI. The following table
shows the results for the 176 Members who participated in this project:
Membership
Full Voting Member

n=176
50

%
28%

Affiliate Member

124

70%

Friend of CINDI

2

1%

Each of the CINDI Members is invited to participate in clusters, on the basis
of different types of services offered by the CINDI Member organisations, and
meet regularly to share information and work collaboratively on specific issues
affecting their area of service delivery (for example home based care). The
table below summarises the cluster Membership:
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Cluster Membership
n=176

Home Based Care
Community Development
CBO Cluster

78
44%
52
30%
66
38%

Psychosocial Support

69
39%
55
31%
52
30%

Children in Care
None

(Note: Members may belong to more than 1 cluster)
NPO registration
130 (77%) of the Members visited have successfully registered as non-profit
organisations (NPOs).
Scope of Organisations
The following is a list of the districts where Members whose data was
analyzed, operate their programmes or have offices.

District, municipality (areas in brackets)

Number of
Members

% of
Members

(n= 176
Members)

Umgundgundlovu District
uMsunduzi municipality (central)
Umgungundlovu District,
surrounding municipalities:
(Areas: Edendale, Richmond, France,
Elandskop, Sweetwaters, Mpophomeni, Table
Mountain)
Ethekwini Metro
(Cato Ridge, Camperdown)
Illembe

41

23

67

38

14

8

Uthukela District
(Ladysmith)
Umkhanyakude District

11

6

20

11

Ugu District and Sisonke District

3

2

Uthungulu District
(Eshowe)
Amajuba District
(Newcastle)
Umzinyathi
(Greytown)

4

2

6

3

10

7
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Organisations were divided into size categories according to a composite
measure consisting of the number of staff/ volunteers, the size of the area in
which the organisation operates, and the number of funders. Half of the
organisations (86) belonging to the CINDI network were classified as small,
one eighth (21) as medium and only 26 were categorized as big. Other
organisations were classified as small/medium, or medium/big. This
represents a shift from the historical situation, were most of the Members
were medium to big organisations.
The results around staff capacity of each organisation showed that there is a
workforce of about 6000 people working in the CINDI Members interviewed,
of which 31% are paid staff, 39% are unpaid volunteers, and 30% are
stipended volunteers. Each organisation was asked how many of the staff are
male and female. Of the total of 5293 staff for which gender information is
available, 688 (13%) were men and 4605 (87%) were female.
Of the organisations mapped, 152 (86%) had a written vision, and of these
49% mentioned children/ youth and 39% mentioned HIV/AIDS. Of the
organisations, 146 had a mission statement (83%), and of these 42%
mentioned children/ youth, and 31% mentioned HIV/AIDS. Thus there are a
number of organisations which belong to CINDI, whose core business does
not revolve around children, rather children are probably indirect beneficiaries.
Services Offered by Members
The Members were questioned about what services were offered by the
organisations to children, and the results are summarised below:
Type of Service

Number

%

(n=174)

Psychosocial support & counselling

141

83

Home based care
Feeding schemes/ food parcels, gardens
Access to education
Access to treatment
Access to school uniforms
Child abuse case management
Creche or child care
Residential care

135
133
131
108
104
95
76
50

78
76
75
62
60
55
44
29

Regarding services offered to caregivers (parents, grandparents, foster
parents etc), the results are as follows:
Type of Service
Access to grants
Psychosocial support & counselling
Vegetable gardening support
Parenting skills training

Number

%

130
128
120
114

74
73
69
65

(n=175)
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Many organisations have a broader focus than just their work with children
offering the services listed above to the wider community. Initiatives carried
out include campaigns, particularly about aspects of health, and enabling
documents and grants, skills and community development, income generating
activities and many others.
As one of the pillars of the CINDI network is advocacy, Members were
specifically asked what, if any, advocacy they undertook. Of the 175 Members
who responded, 115 (66%) mentioned examples of advocacy which they
undertook. Amongst those not currently undertaking advocacy, there was a
strong desire to learn ‘what it is and how to do it’.
Training and Capacity Development
The participating Members were asked about the topics on which they have
received training. About one sixth of the Members have received training in
organizational development (including financial management, organizational
leadership, monitoring and evaluation and fundraising). More than half had
received training in HIV, AIDS and other health-related skills, including home
based care, counseling, HIV prevention and treatment, TB treatment, first aid
and nutrition. About one sixth of the Members had received further
specialized training in child care and youth work. More than a half had
received some training on legal acts and policies relating to work with
children. Some of the bigger organizations offered training to others on the
above-mentioned topics.
In terms of their own capacity development needs, most Members requested
assistance with financial management, fundraising, project management,
computer skills, home based care training, and developing their organizational
management systems.
Innovative Approaches
Organisations were asked about both innovative practices and strengths. Most
organisations could describe innovations over a wide spectrum of activities,
related to their core services and activities. They included innovative
approaches to working directly with children, working with groups of children,
designing programmes and models of intervention, community development
and income generation, and how to work collaboratively with other
stakeholders. Many of the perceived successes are centered around direct
service provision to children and people affected by HIV and AIDS. Much of
the focus is on provision for material needs, although internal cooperation and
commitment, as well as psychosocial support for children was also a strong
emphasis.
Management Structures and Systems
66% of the organisations interviewed had cheque accounts, versus savings
accounts. Across the CINDI Members, there was a wide spectrum of
organisational hierarchies. Small organisations had a simple organogram, with
8

a chair a number of volunteers (a relatively ‘flat’ structure), whereas big
organisations had complex organograms, with many levels in the hierarchy,
and a number of specialized staff. 94% have a Board of Management or
Committee.
Regarding documentation, most organisations keep minutes of what is
happening in their organisations. However, notes made during the mapping
exercise show that the range of monitoring tools varies considerable, usually
with the size of the organisation. Emerging or small organisations often had
registers of children’s names for tracking numbers of beneficiaries, usually
paper based. The larger organisations often had more sophisticated
monitoring system, usually computer based.
Just over a third of organisations had any written policies, with Financial
Management and Human Resource policies being most common. Very few
organisations had Child Safety policies, although they work with children.
Regarding computer equipment and skills, although about half of the
organisations had computers, and even fewer had internet access, skills for
using these were more widely distributed amongst the organisations.
Funding
The CINDI Members were asked who funded their organisations and the
results showed that 31% had no sources of external income, while 28% had
one source of income. 20% had two or three sources of income and 21% had
more than 3 sources of funding. The organisations having no or only one
source of funding are extremely vulnerable, as they can have to close, if there
is ‘donor fatigue’, or if their only funder withdraws its funding. 46% of the
funding comes from international donors, while 36% is from government. The
remainder comes from individuals, churches, their own income and
membership fees.
Networking
About one third of the Members are networking with more than 3 other
organisations, including local municipalities and government departments. Of
the Members interviewed, 78% said that they worked with government
departments, most commonly, the Department of Social Development (60%
of Members), the Department of Health (55%), the Department of Home
Affairs (32%) and the Department of Education (28%). Other departments
mentioned included Department of Agriculture, SASSA, South African Police
Services, Department of Justice, and Sports and Recreation.
Child participation
The idea of a child’s right to participate is well established in some
organisations, but other organisations need to be informed about this right
and expressed interest in learning more about child participation.
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Benefits of participating in the network
The Members were asked about what they hoped to gain from participation in
the CINDI Network. About two thirds of the smaller organisations mentioned
training and capacity building. Funding was mentioned by about a third of the
Members, and several mentioned networking. Some of the bigger
organisations wanted networking opportunities, and often wanted access to
smaller organisations to partner with in projects. They also wanted to learn
from each other, to have up to date, cutting edge information, eg about
changes in legislation, the Children’s Act and access to funding opportunities/
joint funding opportunities. Several organisations saw the benefit of working
together to lobby government.
The Members were asked about what they would be able to offer in their
participation in the CINDI Network. It was noted that Member organisations
are willing to contribute to the network. They will offer their experiences and
their expertise, with expertise often linked to their innovative practice
Larger organisations offer training whereas smaller, more ‘hands on’
organisations offer practical experience.
Beneficiaries
The bigger organisations in the CINDI Network are reaching almost 300,000
orphaned and vulnerable children and the smaller organisations are reaching
more than 46,000 children with support services. 50-60% of these children
are girls, and 40-50% are boys. Efforts to help children are spread across the
different age groups of children. The Members interact with 1399 child
headed households and 947 youth headed households. With regard to
education, the Members reported working with 2242 creches, 589 primary
schools and 537 high schools. The Members have a role to play in 3625
community and household gardens, and 294 school gardens. It was not
possible to determine the duplication in the counting of beneficiaries, as some
Members may be working within the same schools and households as other
Member organisations.
Advocacy Focus
Members were asked to describe some of the local challenges in the areas
where they are working. Most commonly reported were poor nutrition of
beneficiaries, working in contexts of extreme poverty, lack of funding and
resources to be able to run their project effectively. Several respondents said
that they were not experiencing any challenges with government, and that
they had a good working relationship with local government service providers.
However many others reported challenges in accessing assistance from
government service providers. Out of the concerns expressed, again many of
the primary concerns relate to accessing basic needs in areas affected by
extreme poverty. Common challenges encountered were access to documents
and social welfare grants, and lack of access to basic health care materials.
These related to the advocacy priorities of Members, which in addition to the
above included child safety and access to funding.
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Recommendations
Key recommendations for the future, with respect to issues emerging from
this data, are summarised below.
•

Focus on CINDI operational issues, including planning around the idea
of establishing district networks, meeting the needs of different sized
organizations in the network, and the funding crisis being expressed by
many Members.

•

Clarify Membership criteria and the role of the CINDI Network.

•

Address the issue of languages used in various CINDI activities, so as
to be inclusive of all Members.

•

Consider how to respond to the advocacy issues raised by Members,
including the idea of establishing platforms for respectful liaison with
government service providers, providing regular updates to Members
about recent policy changes, and facilitate joint advocacy initiatives to
address common themes such as:
o Access to documents
o Access to social grants
o Child safety
o Access to nutrition (eg food parcels) for children and people
living with HIV and AIDS
o Consistent access to basic health care equipment

•

Devise a strategy around capacity building on the following commonly
identified needs:
o Financial management
o Fundraising
o Project management
o Home based care
o Organisational governance and development
o Counselling, communication and psychosocial support skills
o Ongoing updated information and sharing about strategies
relating to ARV treatment and adherence
o Child protection and child rights
o Monitoring and reporting (eg tracking of beneficiaries)
o Development of organizational policies
o Child participation

•

Ensure that core data about the CINDI Membership is regularly collected.

•

Maintain direct contact between the CINDI Network Office and Members,
since this was greatly appreciated during the Mapping Project.
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1.

Introduction

1.1. Context for Children in KwaZulu-Natal
The CINDI network operates in the province of KwaZulu- Natal (KZN) of
South Africa (SA), which has a population of around ten and a half million
people. This province, one of nine in SA, is home to 22% of South Africa’s
children1. The province has vast rural areas, interspersed with a number of
towns/ cities and one metro (Durban). The population of KZN is poverty
stricken in many areas, with children living in households which are income
poor. Over 600,000 children are estimated to be living in households where
there is child hunger2. The dire situation for many children is exacerbated by
the effects of the HIV pandemic. KZN has one of the highest prevalence rates
for HIV in the country, with 38.7% of pregnant women testing positive for
HIV in 2008. The mother to child transmission rate was estimated at 10,1% in
20093. The effects of the pandemic at household level are extreme, with
prolonged illness of adults (usually the income generating parents/
caregivers), which results in increased spending on health care and dwindling
of income, followed by death. It is estimated that one in four children in
KwaZulu-Natal have lost either one or both of their parents. 229 000 children
are estimated to have lost both their parents4. These children are often cared
for by elderly caregivers/ grandparents. Social security grants, such as the
Child Support Grant (CSG), Foster Care Grants (FCG) and old age pensions,
are often the only source of income for families.
Service provision in the province is usually adequate in towns and cities, but
difficult in the more remote areas. 402,000 children live more than 30
minutes from their nearest school5. Not all households have access to water
and electricity. Clinics may be far away for many children in the rural areas:
Just under two million children travel more than half an hour to their local
clinic for health care services6. High transport costs are associated with
travelling to town to access the services of the Departments of Home affairs
(DHA) and Social Development (DSD).
In this context of poverty and HIV, many organisations have been established
to address the problems faced by vulnerable children. The CINDI network was

1

Statistics from South African Child Gauge 2009/2010, published by the Children’s Institute,
University of Cape Town
2
Pendlebury, Lake and Smith (eds), 2009, South African Child Gauge 2008/2009 pp 92
3
Republic of South Africa, 2010 Country Progress Report on the Declaration of Commitment on
HIV/AIDS 2010 pp 26
4
Pendlebury, Lake and Smith (eds), 2009, South African Child Gauge 2008/2009 pp 73
5
Children Count website http://www.childrencount.ci.org.za/domain.php?id=6 accessed 22/06/10
6
Pendlebury, Lake and Smith (eds), 2009, South African Child Gauge 2008/2009 pp 91
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initiated to bring these organisations together to work synergistically for
children.

1.2. Introducing the CINDI Network
The Children in Distress Network (CINDI) is a consortium of more than 300
organisations that network in the interests of children affected and infected
by HIV and AIDS in KwaZulu-Natal, South Africa. The CINDI Network Office
(CNO) coordinates networking activities amongst its Members. CINDI is made
up of community based organisations (CBOs), non-government organisations
(NGOs), and people from government, local universities, as well as concerned
individuals. CINDI believes that working together is one of the most effective
ways of supporting communities and families in their efforts against the
impact of HIV and AIDS. CINDI helps to strengthen the Member organisations
so that they can be more effective.

The CINDI network consists of a central network office (CNO), situated in
Pietermaritzburg, which organises all the networking activities. There are
monthly network meetings attended by all Members, where information of
interest to all Members is shared. The network Members are also able to join
the CINDI clusters, which are interest groups working in the fields of Home
Based Care (HBC), Psychosocial Care and Support (PSS), Children in care
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(CIC), Community Development (CD). There is also a large Community Based
Organisation (CBO) cluster.
CINDI has also provided a funding conduit for some Members, accessing
funding and then disbursing this to Members for both larger and smaller
grants. However, the number of organisations which have been able to
participate in this has been limited, due to limited funds. An important
function of CINDI has been to provide a platform for partnerships between
Members, eg the Child Advocacy (CAP) Project, and the PEPFAR Project.

1.3. The CINDI 2010 Mapping Project
In the first half of 2010 CINDI undertook a project to assess current social
profiles and current trends impacting on organisations within the CINDI
network. On obtaining these social profiles, the CINDI network office aims to
create district referral systems amongst CINDI Members, thus pioneering a
new development in networking for the benefit of children and families
affected by HIV and AIDS. Each district network will be able to work
collaboratively toward targeting the specific issues deemed priority concerns
for the work in their area.
The CINDI Network Office (CNO) visited Members of the network in the
following districts: Umgungundlovu district (includes Umsunduzi and other
municipalities), Ethekwini Metro, Illembe, Uthukela, Umkhanyakude,
Umzinyathi, Ugu, Sisonke, Amajuba and Uthungulu Districts. This document
reports on data from 176 of these Members (see Appendix 1 for list of
organisations).
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2.

Project aims and outputs

2.1. Project Aims
There were three main aims of the mapping project, with a fourth emerging
during the process:
1) To collect information about the Members for the CNO to use for
planning and reporting
2) To visit Members in order to create a space for Member
organisations to interact individually with the CNO, especially for
rural Members
3) To establish a CNO core database of relevant, verified information
for the running of the network
4) To clarify what the CINDI network has to offer to Members
The first aim of the Project (collecting information) may be broken down as
follows:
• Collect information about CINDI Member organisations, so that CINDI will
have a profile of its Member organisation and the work they do
• Through a needs assessment, generate information for advocacy at
different levels
• Collect information to build a referral system in each of the District nodes
• Collect information about the current capacity of the organisations and
their organisational capacity development needs
• Gain an understanding of the scope of the work of CINDI Members
through collecting information on the number of beneficiaries supported
by Members

2.2. Outputs
The main output is a mapping report covering the following:
• A profile of the Members, and
• An overview of the capacity of CINDI Members (governance, monitoring)
• An overview of the advocacy issues needing attention in the districts
• Some information to guide the formation of referral networks in each
district
• Basic information about levels of engagement with government
departments
• An indication of the reach of the CINDI network in terms of the work of
Member organisations with children, for organisations which have this
information available
• Recommendations about capacity building
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Other outputs are:
• Recommendations about what data to collect in the Membership
application forms
• A core database of information to be used for running the network

3.

Methodology

In order to arrive at the outputs described above, the Mapping Project made
use of simple questionnaire survey. The questionnaire was completed by staff
of the CINDI Network Office during visits to the Members’ site offices. A
number of organisations did request that the questionnaire be left with them,
and they completed it and returned it to the CNO at a later stage (ie these
were self administered). A combination of quantitative and qualitative data
was collected.

3.1. Development of the Questionnaire
Once the outputs of the Mapping Project were clarified, it was possible to be
more specific about the information required in the data collection process.
The existing CINDI information and data forms were reviewed, and included:
• Membership Application and Renewal Forms
• An online data base with fields on Membership information
• An offline data base which also included fields on Membership
information
• A form used to survey the beneficiaries of Members in a previous
research project
Where possible the questionnaire was developed following a similar structure
to the existing forms. Thereafter core question clusters (section headings)
were developed, followed by the actual design of the questions. The
questions were then reviewed to see that all the required outputs would be
achieved. The Mapping Team were trained in its use and finally, the
questionnaire was piloted with a small sample of respondents and a number
of revisions were made to the questionnaire.
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The questionnaire development process may therefore be summarised in the
following way:
Piloting of the
questionnaire and final
changes made

Clarify the key research
questions and outputs

Training of the fieldworkers
in the use of the
questionnaire

Review the existing data
collection formats

Review questions in terms of
desired outputs

Develop question clusters
(section headings)

Design actual questions

Appendix 2 shows the final questionnaire that was used in the Mapping
Project. The question clusters (section headings) of the questionnaire were as
follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Membership
Organisational Information
Staff and Volunteers
Services Offered
Training Received
Other Expertise
Organisational Governance
Networking
Number of Beneficiaries
Situational Analysis and Advocacy Issues

3.2. Consultation with Network Members
CINDI believes that the Membership “is the Network.” Therefore an important
aspect of each phase of the Mapping Project was to consult Members about
the process and inform them of the progress of each stage. It was interesting
to note that Members who were not involved in the initial Membership
meetings where the project was discussed and approved, showed greater
resistance to participation, except when the aims of the project were clearly
explained. These Members seemed to initially interpret the mapping visits as
some kind of audit process (a “checking up” on them), and expressed anxiety
17

or anger in this regard. This confirms the value of thorough inclusive
consultation and employing a participatory approach in such a process.

3.3. Training of Interviewers
CINDI staff Members who were to visit Members were trained to administer
the questionnaire after it was developed, and again after piloting and
adjusting the questionnaire.

3.4. Sampling
Initially the project target was to visit all 300+ of the CINDI Members for
mapping. However the time constraints, distances involved, illness of key
Members of the Mapping Team and difficulties reaching some Members to
make appointments meant that the target needed ongoing revision. Finally,
sampling was done in all geographical areas where there are CINDI Members,
as follows: A specific area was scheduled for each week of the mapping
period. The Mapping Team scheduled as many visits as possible for that area.
Members who did not respond to the calls, who did not make themselves
available for a visit in that period, or who arranged a visit but then cancelled
on the day of the visit, were excluded from the first round of visits. Further
follow up to all areas was scheduled for the last two weeks of the project
period for those who were unavailable at the time scheduled for their
geographical area but who still wished to participate in the project.
Some interesting issues emerged from the scheduling and sampling process.
One aspect was that the phone calls coming from the CINDI Network Office
showed up on people’s mobile phones as “private number”. Members later
explained that they do not answer calls showing as “private number” on their
screens as they are usually debt collectors. At the time of the Mapping Project
there was also a rumour circulating that if you answer a “private number” call
you may be subject to a curse through witchcraft. Once these obstacles were
realised, the CINDI Network Office tried to change their calling identification.
The Mapping Team used their private mobile numbers to give advance
warning to the people they were calling that the office number would show
up as a private number.
The sampling by availability immediately introduces a sampling bias which
should be noted. It means that Members who did not wish to participate in
the project, or were unavailable for some reason were excluded. Secondly,
less resourced organisations which tend to change their telephone numbers
frequently could not be contacted, unless they attended a network meeting.
Lastly, the “private number” barring affected organisations who do not have a
landline and personnel who may have debts that they are wishing to avoid.
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Larger organisations tended to be more ‘busy’ and resistant, and less willing
to schedule time for the mapping visits. The less resourced organisations
were often more willing to receive the mapping visits at short notice, and
seemed either more flexible or to have less fixed plans for the week.
Some of the more rural organisations were well networked locally and were
able to coordinate the visits amongst themselves. This worked extremely well
in most cases. In one case there was tension expressed where the locally
coordinating person drove past a local Member organisation on their way to
their own organisation, and then only came back to that organisation late in
the afternoon when most people had left. The fact that this was openly
expressed as a frustration may be interpreted as a positive sign of the local
networking that is spontaneously taking place amongst CINDI Members!

3.5. Scheduling and Implementation of Membership
Visits
As described above, the Membership visits were scheduled according to
geographical areas. Examples of the scheduling formats and tracking data
base of scheduled and visited Members are attached in Appendix 3.
For the areas around Pietermaritzburg, where the CNO is based, day trips
were undertaken. However, visits to organisations further afield involved
travelling and staying overnight. The distances between Members were very
difficult to estimate in areas where the Team had not visited before, and this
created some challenges to the scheduling and time keeping of the visits.
Two to four Member visits per day were conducted, each visit taking between
one and a half and four hours. The time taken depended greatly on the
reception of the Mapping Team by the Member organisation. Occasionally the
Team was invited for a full meal and accepted such generous hospitality.
During the implementation of the Membership visits, various forms of
verification of Membership data was undertaken. Several innovations were
introduced by the Mapping Team, including:
• Taking GPRS coordinates of the office locations of all Members
• Taking photographs of the route, the offices exterior, interior and staff
of each organisation
• Taking photographs of key documents such as NPO registration
certificates
• Requesting copies of attendance registers of beneficiaries and other
key documents
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3.6. Data Organisation and Capture
A tracking form was developed for the handing in of completed
questionnaires, as shown in Appendix 4. This was important since some of
the data was not always immediately forthcoming during the Membership
visits and Members promised to email or fax additional information at a later
stage. It was also important to track the questionnaires within the CNO, from
the Mapping Team to the data capturers.
The questionnaires were kept with the fieldworker until all the information
was complete. Thereafter they were filed (and signed off) by geographical
area.

3.7. Data Analysis for mapping report
As the questionnaire contained both qualitative and quantitative data, it was
decided to do the initial data capture on paper based forms which had been
developed and refined. Thereafter the quantitative data was captured on an
Excel spreadsheet, and the qualitative data was analysed by themes/
subthemes per question.

3.8. Development of a core database for use by CNO
At the start of the project, CINDI already had three different data bases that
were running in parallel, each developed for different purposes.
•

•

•

The first of these data bases was a simple Microsoft Excel format with
the names and contact details of all CINDI Members. In fact there
were several different versions of this data base updated at various
times by different staff Members.
The second data base was an offline Access programme based data
base that had been used to encourage Members receiving funding
from CINDI to record their beneficiaries.
The third data base was an online data base where Members could fill
in their details and thereby be directly linked to in the CINDI website’s
internet search functions.

The advantages and disadvantages of adapting the fields and capacity of
each data was were debated. It was agreed to adapt the simple Excel data
base, merging it with the geographic mapping tracking Excel database, for
use as the core CINDI database. This database could be adapted and linked
to the online data base in the future, as funds and programming expertise
become available.
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3.9 Implementation Tasks and Time Frames
The project preparation and implementation may be summarised into the
following phases. Time frames are shown to indicate the period over which
the project was implemented.
TASK

DETAIL

TIME FRAMES

Research
Questions

Document review.

February 2010

Questionnaire
Development

Developing user-friendly questionnaires
for the CNO staff and volunteers to use
in collecting the information

February 2010

Training

Training, supervising and supporting
staff in the use of these questionnaires

February 2010

Piloting Data
Collection

Testing the questionnaires and data
collection process with selected Members

February 2010

Review
Meeting

Reviewing and adjusting the
questionnaire and data collection process

February 2010

Revising
Questionnaire

Adapting the questionnaire after the
feedback of the pilot process

February 2010

Data
Collection

Visiting all CINDI Member organisations,
completing questionnaires and
submitting the data for capture

March – July 2010

Refining the set of questions and data to
be collected.

Supervision of Supporting staff to plan and structure
Data
their work to implement the visits to
Collection
each of the organisations.

March – mid July
2010

Monitoring the implementation of these
plans.
Supervision and support to address
challenges encountered
Data Base
Development

Supporting CINDI to select and develop
a simple and user-friendly data base for
capturing this information

February – March
2010

Data Capture

Establish systems of data capture

March –
September2010

Capture all data collected during Member
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visits
Data
Verification

Establish systems for data verification

August 2010

Core database verification

August- September
2010

Data Analysis

Develop a system and criteria for data
analysis

April – September
2010

Analyse data
Reporting

Develop a powerpoint presentation of
interim results for use by mapping team
and CINDI director

July 2010-09-17

Compile a draft report to summarise the
data collected.

September 2010

Present the findings to the CNO and
Board

October 2010

Revise the report and submit the final
version
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4.

Results

4.1. Overview of Members Visited: Membership, Cluster
Membership
For this mapping report, data from 176 organisations which had been visited,
was analysed. In some cases, there was missing data, and the results are
presented for the smaller data set, as it was not possible to follow up all the
missing data. The number of Members in each data set is represented as
‘n=X’ in the following tables.
Membership status:
The CINDI Members are categorized according to their Membership status as
full voting Members, affiliate Members or friends of CINDI.
Full Membership denotes a Member having applied for and been granted full
voting Membership. If a non-profit organisation is newly joining the CINDI
network, is awaiting an assessment for full Membership or prefers a less
formal association with CINDI, the title of “Affiliate Member” is used.
Individuals and other organisations more loosely associated with the CINDI
network may choose to be “Friends of CINDI”. This also applies to
organisations outside of the province of KwaZulu-Natal, and for organisations
and individuals wishing to receive information from CINDI, but not be regular
Members.
Membership
Full Voting Member

n=176
50

%
28%

Affiliate Member

124

70%

Friend of CINDI

2

1%

Cluster Membership
Each of the CINDI Members is invited to participate in clusters. The clusters
have been created on the basis of different types of services offered by the
CINDI Member organisations, and meet regularly to share information and
work collaboratively on specific issues affecting their area of service delivery
(for example home based care).
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Cluster Membership
n=176

Home Based Care
Community Development
CBO Cluster

78
44%
52
30%
66
38%

Psychosocial Support
Children in Care
None

69
39%
55
31%
52
30%

(Note: Members may belong to more than 1 cluster)
This table demonstrates that HBC is the cluster with the most Members,
followed by the Psychosocial Support cluster and the CBO cluster. Just under
one third of Members do not currently belong to any cluster.
Levels of cluster Membership
Number of clusters belonged to by individual Member organisations
n=176

Belongs to 1 cluster
Belongs to 2 clusters
Belongs to 3 clusters

19%
15%
15%

Belongs to 4 clusters
Belongs to 5 clusters
Do not belong to clusters

10%
9%
30%

Those who do not belong to clusters are usually organisations based far away
from Pietermaritzburg, and who cannot afford the transport costs of attending
meetings. A trend noticed among those organisations with multiple cluster
Membership is that they were smaller NGOs/ CBOs, with the big NGOs often
belonging to only 1 cluster.

4.2. Organisational Information
NPO registration
Out of the 169 Member organisations visited for which NPO registration data
is available, 130 (77%) have successfully registered as non-profit
organisations (NPOs). Their NPO registration certificates were available for
verification or could be verified on the Department of Social Development
NPO data base. The remaining 39 Member organisations (23%) have either
submitted their application for NPO registration to the Department of Social
Development and are awaiting registration, or do not have a certificate of
registration.
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Geographic distribution
The following is a list of the districts where Members whose data was
analyzed, operate their programmes or have offices.

District, municipality (areas in brackets)

Number of
Members

% of
Members

(n= 176
Members)

Umgundgundlovu District
uMsunduzi municipality (central)
Umgungundlovu District,
surrounding municipalities:
(Areas: Edendale, Richmond, France,
Elandskop, Sweetwaters, Mpophomeni, Table
Mountain)
Ethekwini Metro
(Cato Ridge, Camperdown)
Illembe

41

23

67

38

14

8

Uthukela District
(Ladysmith)
Umkhanyakude District

11

6

20

11

Ugu District and Sisonke District

3

2

Uthungulu District
(Eshowe)
Amajuba District
(Newcastle)
Umzinyathi
(Greytown)

4

2

6

3

10

7
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Relative size of organisations
Organisations were divided into size categories according to a composite
measure consisting of the number of staff or volunteers, the size of the area
in which the organisation operates, and the number of funders.
Relative size of
organisations

Number of
organisations

% of organisations

(n=176)

Big

26

15

Medium to big

7

4

Medium

37

21

Small to medium

20

11

Small

86

49

Half of the organisations (86) belonging to the CINDI network were classified
as small, one eighth (21) as medium and only 26 were categorized as big.
This represents a shift from the historical situation, were most of the
Members were medium to big organisations.

4.3. Staff and Volunteers
Each Member organisation was asked about their personnel, in terms of the
following categories: Project staff, administrative staff, unpaid volunteers, and
volunteers receiving stipends. On analysis of the data, it was found that there
was an overlap between the paid and unpaid project staff, administrative and
management staff in many organisations (for example, smaller organisations
do not have full time personnel and therefore counted unpaid volunteers as
project or administrative staff). Data was thus analysed according to the
following categories: Paid staff, unpaid volunteers, stipended volunteers.
Total number
for all
Member
organisation
(n=176)

Average for
all Member
organisations

Average per
big
organisation

Average per
medium
organisation

Average per
small
organisation

Paid staff

1874

11

21

10

4

Unpaid
volunteers
Stipended
volunteers
Total

2385

14

29

9

10

1790

10

27

17

3

6047

-

-

-

-

Type of Staff

(Data for medium-big and small – medium organisations not shown)
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The table above demonstrates that there is a workforce of about 6000 people
working in the organisations, of which 31% are paid staff, 39% are unpaid
volunteers, and 30% are stipended volunteers. (Note: Some of the paid staff
might actually be stipended volunteers, as payment levels were not enquired
about).
When looking at the average numbers of types of staff for the different sizes
of organisation, the following can be noted:
• Big organisations on average, have a spread of staff across the
categories
• Medium sized organisations have more stipended volunteers than paid
staff or unpaid volunteers. This is possibly because the organisations
have reached the size and have the organisational capacity to attract
funding in the form of stipends for their staff
• Small organisations are made up mainly of unpaid volunteers, possibly
because they are emerging and still developing capacity
Gender analysis of staff
Each organisation was asked how many of the staff are male and female. Of
the total of 5293 staff for which gender information is available, 688 (13%)
were men and 4605 (87%) were female. It is remarkable that there is such a
gender disparity amongst staff in this field.

4.4. Services Offered
The Member organisations visited were asked about the nature of their work
with children and families affected by HIV and AIDS.
Vision and mission
The vision and mission statements of organisations give some idea of the
scope of the organisations’ work. Mention of children and HIV/AIDS in the
visions and missions was recorded, as these are key elements of the CINDI
vision and mission, and thus alignment between the organisations and CINDI
could be noted.
•

•

Of the organisations mapped, 152 (86%) had a written vision, and of
these 49% mentioned children/ youth and 39% mentioned HIV/AIDS.
Sometimes wellbeing/ health was mentioned rather than HIV/AIDS, as
the vision may be of health rather than illness.
Of the organisations, 146 had a mission statement (83%), and of these
42% mentioned children/ youth, and 31% mentioned HIV/AIDS.

Thus there are a number of organisations which belong to CINDI, whose core
business does not revolve around children, rather children are probably
indirect beneficiaries. A number of organisations had Visions and Missions
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centered more on home based care issues, or community development
issues.
Type of services offered
Questions were asked about services specifically for children, for their adult
caregivers/ parents, and for the community in general.
A) Services to children
The question about what services were offered by the organisations to
children was answered as follows:
Type of Service
Psychosocial support &
counselling
Home based care
Feeding schemes/ food parcels,
gardens
Access to education
Access to treatment
Access to school uniforms
Child abuse case management
Creche or child care
Residential care

Number

%

141

83

135
133

78
76

131
108
104
95
76
50

75
62
60
55
44
29

(n=174)

Other forms of service mentioned for children/youth loosely grouped
together, were:
• HIV prevention education, access to health care, palliative care
• Life skills, leadership, peer education, peace programme, substance
abuse, gender, career guidance, kids club, outreach work, Cabanga
club
• Economic development, business management training,
• Computer training, crafts, gardening, dancing, singing, drama, ,
baking, teaching children to cook, scouts
• Home work club, visiting schools to check on children, after care
facilities, outings and holiday clubs
• ECD
• Memory box work
• Statutory services, placement of children, temporary shelter for raped
children
• Bible study/ Sunday school, sport
• Sewing dolls for children, blankets, toys distribution, party
• Children’s Forum, intergenerational programme
• Waste management project
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B) Services to parents or caregivers
Regarding services offered to caregivers (parents, grandparents, foster
parents etc), the results are as follows:
Type of Service

Number or
organisations

%

Access to grants

130

74

Psychosocial support &
counselling
Vegetable gardening support

128

73

120

69

Parenting skills training

114

65

(n=175)

Other services mentioned for caregivers/ parents of children:
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

HIV AIDS management, skills to care for sick and disabled, collection of
treatment, work with issues of stigma, confidentiality, disclosure of
status, debriefing, bereavement counselling
Caregiver support group (SG), elderly caregiver training, senior citizens
rights, clubs for the elderly, help grannies with physical exercise,
luncheon club
Self help groups, income generating activities, planning and budgeting
skills, skills development, advice about savings, budgeting
Healing of memories workshops, marriage enrichment
Hydroponics, making blocks, beading, sewing, ABET
Trained parents on human trafficking, tell parents children should have
time to play, parenting skills for grannies, stress management
Food/ soup kitchen, seed distribution
Paralegal services, legal support for parents
Disability awareness

A number of organisations have interventions specifically aimed at elderly
caregivers, and also that help families with income generation.
C) Services to the wider community
Many organisations have a broader focus than just their work with children.
They also offer the services listed above for adults not just to care givers, but
to the wider community. Initiatives carried out include campaigns, particularly
about aspects of health, and enabling documents and grants, skills and
community development, income generating activities and many others.
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4.5. Advocacy
As one of the pillars of the CINDI network is advocacy, Members were
specifically asked what, if any, advocacy they undertook. Of the 175 Members
who responded, 115 (66%) mentioned examples of advocacy which they
undertook.
Advocacy on many topics was undertaken.
• Many Members mentioned advocating for school fee exemptions on
behalf of vulnerable children, and
• many interacted with the Departments of Home Affairs and Social
Development for access to documents and social grants.
• Others were advocates for the elderly, speaking out against elder
abuse.
• Some interacted with the criminal justice system in cases of rape,
although these were often larger well resourced organisations,
whereas smaller organisations would refer these cases to social
workers.
• Advocacy for housing was mentioned.
• On the health front, advocacy at community level for testing for HIV
and use of condoms was frequently mentioned. In one area, Members
of organisations had gone as a group to the local clinic to ask for
gloves to use in their HBC work.
• In one area, an intersectoral body with representatives from the DSD,
DOH, DOA and the DOE provides a platform for advocacy, in other
areas, Child Care Forums fulfil the same role.
• In one particular community, advocacy about safety in the
neighbourhood caused the closure of shebeens.
• One organisation did a campaign about gender based violence and
child abuse, and as a result, came up with the ‘Mom taking
responsibility’ Project.
• One organisation said that they could not undertake advocacy as the
councillor was a problem
Amongst those not currently undertaking advocacy, there was a strong desire
to learn ‘what it is and how to do it’.
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4.6 Training Received
The participating Members were asked about the topics on which they have
received training. Responses are listed below, along with the number of
organisations reporting having received training in each topic and the
percentage that this represents.
Note: The figures are not given as percentages, as there were a number of
issues with the data collection for this section. Firstly, not all Members of an
organisation were interviewed, thus training received by Members not present
might not have been captured. Secondly, the big organisations had many
professionals and vastly experienced people working for them, and the huge
range of training these people had was not captured. The figures given below
are thus probably an underestimate, but do serve the purpose of
demonstrating the range of training which CINDI Members have undergone.
Four organisations said they had had no training at all. Others said that they
had received training, and then the Members trained had left the
organisation, and they often struggled to replace the competencies. For
example, an HBC organisation would lose carers, and then replace and train
them themselves, although they may not necessarily be trained to train
others.
Some of the more commonly mentioned trainings are shown in the tables
below.
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Organisational Development Training

Number of
organisations

Financial Management, book keeping, financial
planning

28

Management, committees and HR

24

Leadership

22

Monitoring and evaluation, data management

13

Fundraising

9

Governance

9

Facilitation

9

HIV & AIDS and health related training

Number of
organisations

Home based care

91

Counselling

66

HIV prevention and treatment, TB prevention and
treatment (DOT)

59

First Aid

14

Psychosocial care

11

Rape counseling, trauma counseling, domestic
abuse (this could also fall under training for
working with children)

8

Nutrition

7

Palliative care

6

PMTCT

5

IMCI (Integrated management of childhood
illness)

5
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Training for working with children/ youth

Number of
organisations

Therapeutic play, bereavement counseling,
psychosocial support

19

ECD, school readiness

20

Child care

25

Peer educator

10

Memory box

11

Legal Acts and Policies

Number of
organisations

Any training on the topics below

100

No training on these topics

70

Children’s Rights

52

Children’s Act

24

Sexual Abuse Act

24

Child Trafficking

22

Child Justice Act

15

Other trainings mentioned by a number of organisations were: Gardens and
agriculture (11), income generation/ enterprise development (8), advocacy
(10), community development (6) and capacity building (5).
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4.7. Member expertise: Training offered by Members,
innovative practices, and research
The Members visited were asked about other expertise that they have,
including training that they offer, advocacy experience and innovative
practices.
Training offered
A number of organisations, particularly the ‘big’ ones, offer training as part of
their programmes. Training covering a broad range of topics were related to
their areas of service delivery and expertise (see Section 4.5). Some smaller
organisations talked about training household Members for example in home
based care practices. Many organisations did not include training of others in
their range of services.
Innovative practices
Organisations were asked which of their practices and interventions they
thought were innovative. Most organisations could describe innovations over
a wide spectrum of activities, related to their core services and activities.
Often the innovations were due to a creative person, or a set of relationships
which allowed the innovation to take root. A selection of these innovative
practices particularly those which will affect children, are presented below.
Working with children
• Supporting traditional practices for social, cultural and spiritual
integration of orphan children
• Challenging cultural and local beliefs about the wellbeing of children
• Community support for children
• Life skills with OVC
• Developed a comic of children and disability
• Identification of the signs of an abused child shared with a Support
group of grandmothers
• Identification of patterns of behaviour of children and the causes of
misbehaving
• How to listen to children
• Peer educator programme: They support the schools, the schools
choose peer educators, and each school develops a plan of action
• Youth against crime
• Working with children who have been involved in crime
• How to take care of children without parents
• Self esteem for children
• Establishing a child care forum
• Imbizo for children
• Capacity building with rural caregivers
• Community based responses and awareness programmes: Rights of
rural children
• Edutainment: How to put the message across through music and
drama
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Models and programmes
• Child headed household model
• Drop in centre model
• The Keep Safe programme: Went to the DOE to take on colouring
books
• Vulindlela life skills model, which involves community ownership of the
programme, and the community doing its own advocacy with
government departments
• Addressing contextual factors such as political violence, taxi violence
• Gender and HIV mainstreaming
• Family based ECD model
• Community mobilization
• HIV testing through sport
• Box of resources for disabled people and children
• Solution based approach
• Development of a life skills manual
Innovations in working with groups
• How to start a support group (SG), the work of the SG
• SG for teenagers
• Children living with AIDS SG (meets in school holidays)
• Play group: integrated approach to ECD
• Forum for gender differences
• Senior citizens club: Gogo’s (Grannies’) art and craft, children taking
ARVs
• Sports for caregivers
“We care for the
OVC, but we don’t
Community development, income generation and skills
want to feed them like
• Assets based approach
chickens. We want
• How to start a small business
them to stand up and
• Business skills accreditation process
learn about
• Organic gardening
entrepreneurship”
• Crafts: Sewing, beading, carpeting (plastic doormats),
CINDI Network
candles, making school uniforms, wood work
Member
• Hydroponics
• Livestock, chickens
• Worm farming
• Recycle waste into craft work, waste management, eco
coffins
• Hot box: Cooking without electricity
How to work with various role players
• Working with principals to discuss OVC (orphan and vulnerable children)
access to education
• Taxi association gives assistance to poor patients
• How to overcome political issues which stand in the way of progress
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Effective referral system
How to involve men in community work
How to mobilize the men against abuse
Working with the amakhosi, traditional leaders
Mobilising 85 churches: How to make churches less
dependent
Networking in a rural setting

General
• Registration of a cooperative, NPO registration,
experiences on how to have a centre
• Basic needs basket assessment

“We have learnt how to
grow as an organisation,
starting small, never giving
up on your dream, about the
challenges of leadership and
how to overcome them.
CINDI Network Member

One organisation reported that they had learnt ‘how to
grow as an organisation, starting small, never giving up on
your dream, about the challenges of leadership and how
to overcome them’
Research
A question was asked about whether the organisations were involved in any
research. Responses fell into two categories:
• Some organisations did ‘situational analyses’ at household or
community level, to inform their practice or find potential beneficiaries
• A very few organisations were involved in formal research, usually
initiated by external academics.
Examples were an organisation working with UNICEF on networks of care, a
big NGO where the regional office was doing research on kinship care, and an
organisation which had been asked by their tribal council to investigate selling
of body parts of children killed by traditional healers. One organisation
reported that ‘they had started doing the DRA research about OVC, but the
local councilor stopped it because they thought the organisation had political
interests’.
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4.8. Organisational Governance
Self-reports were provided on the following aspects relating to capacity with
respect to organisational governance as an NPO.
Management Structures and Systems
Capacity

Number of
organisations

%

Cheque account in the name of the
organisation

115

66%

Savings account

37

21%

Detailed list of all income and expenditure,
with supporting documentation

141

81%

(n=175)

A number of smaller organisations explained how their cheque accounts had
lapsed, or that Members paid a Membership fee to keep the account open.
The use of cheque accounts is required by CINDI in order to receive funds,
and is generally advocated in the non-profit sector. This is because it is easier
to track expenditure through cheques than cash payments.
Organisational Structure
Each Member organisation was asked to draw their organogram and the
following observations were made:
Across the CINDI Members, there was a wide spectrum of organisational
hierarchies. Small organisations had a simple organogram, with a chair a
number of volunteers (a relatively ‘flat’ structure), whereas big organisations
had complex organograms, with many levels in the hierarchy, and a number
of specialized staff. This epitomizes the diversity amongst CINDI Members.
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Governance structures

Number of
organisations

%

165

94%

Board or committee made up of independent
people

72

45%

Board or committee made up of staff/ volunteers

58

36%

Board or committee made up of a mix of
independent people and staff /volunteers

31

19%

More often
than monthly

29

18%

Monthly

76

47%

Quarterly

41

25%

Other

17

10%

Organisation has board / committee of
management (n=176)
Composition of Board/ Committee
(n=161)

Board/ committee meetings
(n=163)

Board/ committee meeting
regularly

The organisations which meet more often than monthly are usually small
service provision organisations which meet weekly (a management type of
meeting). Those meeting monthly or less often are more likely to be formal
Boards.
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Monitoring
Capacity

Number of
Organisations

%

155

96%

Some monitoring records of the work are
kept

138

80%

Reports on the work written

124

74%

Minutes of the meetings are kept
(n=162)

(n=172)

(n=167)

The data presented above show that most organisations keep minutes of
what is happening in their organisations. However, notes made during the
mapping exercise show that the range of monitoring tools varies considerable,
usually with the size of the organisation. Emerging or small organisations
often had registers of children’s names for tracking numbers of beneficiaries,
usually paper based. The larger organisations often had more sophisticated
monitoring system, usually computer based.
A trend was noticed whereby many small organisations were required to
submit monitoring data and reports to government departments (eg DSD or
DoH), or to other research organisations, without having the capacity to
interpret and use their own data themselves. In a number of instances they
did not even have copies of their reports, as they were unable to photostat
copies of the documents.
Only very few organisations mentioned evaluations during the course of the
mapping interviews, although this was not specifically asked about.
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Organisational Policies
Capacity

Number of
organisations

%

(n=168)

Organisation has any policies

64

38

Financial management policy

47

28

Human resource management
policy

46

27

Child safety policy

23

14

HIV/AIDS policy

19

11

Gender policy

15

9

Environmental impact policy

4

2

The table demonstrates that only just over a third of organisations had any
policies, with Financial Management and Human Resource policies being most
common. Very few organisations had Child Safety policies, although they
work with children.
Computers and Computer Skills
Each of the organisations visited was asked whether they have a computer
and internet capacity, and whether anyone in the organisation has computer
skills.
Computers and computer
skills

Number of
organisations

%

Has a computer

89

54

Has internet access

67

40

Has at least one person who
knows one of the following
programmes: MS Word/
Excel/ E mail and internet

130

78

(n=166)

40

This table demonstrates that although only about half of the organisations
had computers, and even fewer had internet access, skills for using these
were more widely distributed amongst the organisations.

4.9. Sources of income
Sources of income are important for the functioning of any organisation.
CINDI Members were asked who funded their organisations and the
information was analysed as follows:
Funding sources

Number of
Organisations

%

Organisation has no source of funding or only
Membership fees or ‘paying from their own
pockets’
Organisation has 1 source of funding

54

31

48

28

Organisation has 2 or 3 sources of funding

34

20

Organisation has more than 3 sources of funding

36

21

(n=172)

The organisations having no or only one source of funding are extremely
vulnerable, as they can have to close, if there is ‘donor fatigue’, or their only
funder withdraws its funding. In one area, there were a number of
organisations which had been funded by a large research organisation, which
had terminated the funding, placing the small organisations at risk.
The following types of donors were mentioned by the CINDI Members
interviewed (Members can have more than one source).
Funding source

Number of
organisations

%

(n=172)

Donors (international, national & local donors,
corporate donors, includes funding from CINDI)

79

46

Government (includes municipal funding)

62

36

Individuals, churches, schools

28

16

Membership fees, or ‘From their own pockets’
(Members pay for things when needed) (Does not

27

16

Generate own income (consultancy, crèche
school fees)

10

6

include those who said no source of funding)
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4.10. Networking
Members visited were asked “Which other organisations do you regularly
work with (at local and national levels and with government departments).
At local level, most organisations network with other organisations, which are
often CINDI Members, local government such as Ward councillors, Local AIDS
committees and churches.
Local networking
Network with one organisation/
structure
Network with two organisations/
structures
Network with three organisations/
structures
Network with more than three
organisations/ structures
Does not network

Number of
Members
23
25
41
68
11

Thus networking is occurring between these organisations to some extent.
The nature of the networking was not enquired about. There were a few
instances where competition between organisations in the same area was a
feature: “(Another organisation) doesn’t allow them, so they don’t network.”
It is inevitable that in a context of scarce resources, competition for these
resources will arise.
A number of organisations which operate at provincial/ national level were
mentioned, as many organisations network with local branches of these
organisations, or directly with the main branch. Examples of these
organisations are: FAMSA, Childline, Children’s Rights Centre, Access, Child
Welfare SA, TAC, SAVF, ATTIC, Hospice, Lifeline, ACAT, World Vision,
Operation Jumpstart, AFSA, NACCW, AMREF, AED and UNICEF.
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Networking with government departments
Of the Members interviewed, 78% said that they worked with government
departments.
Government departments
with which Members work

Number of
organisations

%

(n=176)

Dept of Social Development

106

60

Dept of Health

96

55

Dept of Home Affairs

57

32

Dept of Education

49

28

Dept of Agriculture

23

13

SASSA

14

8

South African Police Service

14

8

Dept of Justice

6

3

Dept of Sports and Recreation

5

3

Other Departments

12

7

The departments which the organisations work with reflect the nature of the
work done by the organisations, as many organisations help children and
families get documents and access grants, work as home based carers
interacting with the Dept of Health, and do advocacy at schools for fee
exemption etc.

4.11. Child Participation
Organisations were asked about the role that children play in developing and
facilitating their programmes. The responses were loosely categorised as
follows:
• Children play no role/ minimal participation: 51 organisations
• Children are beneficiaries/ participants in projects: 79 organisations
• Children are consulted, informed, listened to, give feedback: 15
organisations
• Children are more than recipients and play some role in decision
making processes: 11 organisations
The following are a selection of comments made by organisations about the
role children play in their organisations:
• They participate in singing/ Zulu dance/ drama (many organisations
said this)
• Children’s voices must be heard
• Prefects at school advise the School Governing Body
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Children participate in the Child Care Forum
They are peer counsellors
Children fundraise in school to raise money for OVCs
A youth Project: Youth share skills and knowledge, and lead other
youth by example
They (children) have a strong voice in the project being implemented
They are consulted and assist with implementations
Children pre-test material involved in workshops
The children are too young (crèche)
We teach children about independence
They participate and give their opinions for discussing, they present
their issues with no fear.
Children have grown up and left the area, so the group has dissolved
A number of organisations said that children help in the household, or
make food to eat, do the cleaning and work in the gardens.
They don’t play a role……….. What can they do?

This information shows that the idea of a child’s right to participate is well
established in some organisations, but that other organisations need to be
informed about this right. Organisations must also ensure that they don’t use
children as a source of labour. However, many children enjoy helping with
projects like doing household tasks, as this gives them a sense of belonging.
As pointed out by one organisation, children ‘pass through’ a project, as they
grow up and mature.

4.12. Anticipated Benefits from Networking
The Members were asked about what they hoped to gain from participation in
the CINDI Network. The following observations were made for all the
organisations except the ‘big’ ones:
Anticipated benefit

Number of
Organisations

Training (skills) eg HBC, Child care, organisational
development

102

Funding and resources

58

Training (information) eg on child care, Children’s act,
advocacy ARV literacy
Networking

55

Support (getting buildings/ offices, doing research)

10

Opportunities to link with donors/ access to funders

6

29
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As the ‘big’ organisations have often been Members of CINDI for a long time,
and are well resourced, it was expected that they would anticipate a different
set of benefits. The following was found:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

They wanted networking opportunities, and often wanted access to
smaller organisations to partner with in projects
To learn from each other
Many requested up to date, cutting edge information, eg about
changes in legislation, the Children’s Act
Access to funding opportunities/ joint funding opportunities
Large organisations not specialising in children’s work, wanted
information related to how to work with children
Several organisations saw the benefit of working together to lobby
government
One organisation wanted information on how to strengthen an
organisation for sustainability.

4.13. Contributions to Networking
The Members were asked about what they would be able to offer in their
participation in the CINDI Network. It was noted that Member organisations
are willing to contribute to the network. They will offer their experiences and
their expertise, with expertise often linked to their innovative practice
Larger organisations offer training whereas smaller, more ‘hands on’
organisations offer practical experience. There were also suggestions that the
children in their organisations could come and dance for CINDI.
The issue of payment for training or sharing of experiences was not
mentioned by the interviewers, but might be an issue, as one Member
pointed out: ‘We can’t afford to come and do training without payment’.

4.14. Beneficiaries
Quantitative data about the number of children, families and schools
supported by the Members was collected from each Member, where possible.
Data was verified by requesting to see monitoring tools eg attendance
registers or data bases.
It must be noted that there was a wide range in ability to track child
beneficiaries of projects. However, most organisations did attempt this, and
many organisations could provide good data. For the purposes of the analysis,
only ‘clean’ data was used. Organisations also did not always collect data in
the format requested (ie disaggregated by gender, by these specific age
categories etc). Where there were discrepancies between different sections of
data in an organisation, data was not included in the analysis. ‘Big’
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organisations sometimes had generalised (rounded off) data, or data for the
whole country / province, not data specifically disaggregated for the area
where the project works with CINDI, so this data is presented separately.
The interventions carried out by Members organisations also differed
tremendously in ‘depth’: ie some Members have a transient interaction with
many children, and other work for a long time doing in depth work. The
figures given include both extremes of interaction. Also, some organisations
work directly with children and others indirectly.
Thus the figures given below represent an estimate of the beneficiaries, for
the reasons laid out above.
Out of the 176 organisations visited, 152 (86%) said that they kept a list of all
the names of the children that they work with. Most of these were shown to
the interviewers.
Numbers of children with whom CINDI Members worked directly
Organisation Size

Number of children

Total child beneficiaries
Big organisations (n=23)

299 510

Total child beneficiaries
Other sizes of organisations
(n=129)

46 021

This information shows the huge number of children reached by both big
organisations and others. (The figures for the big organisations should be
interpreted with caution, for the reasons given above, and for this reason a
total number of children reached through Member organisations of the CINDI
network is not given).
Numbers of boys and girls
Data was collected about the gender of the beneficiaries. (Note: The total number
of boys and girls is less than the total in the beneficiaries table, as not all organisations
disaggregated their data by gender, thus data for numbers of boys and girls is not available
for all organisations).
Number
of girls

% of
girls

Number
of boys

% of
boys

Total
number
of girls
and boys

Big organisations (n=20)

161 611

60%

105 856

40%

267 467

All other organisations
(n=112)

23 099

53%

20 717

47%

43 816
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This data shows that both big and other organisations are skewed to offering
services to girls, although this is more the case for the big organisations.
Age categories of child beneficiaries
The age categories for the children listed below are approximations in the
case of some organisations. (Note: The total number of children in different age
categories is less than the total in the beneficiaries table, as not all organisations
disaggregated their data by age, thus this data is not available for all organisations).
Age
0-6y
Pre
school

%
0-6y

Age
7-13y
Primary
school

%
7-13y

Age
14-18y
High
school

%
14-18y

Total
number

57 910*

73%*

14 712

19%

6 343

8%

78 965

All other organisations 11 881
(n=100)

34%

12 522

35%

11 020

31%

35 423

Age categories of
children
Big organisations
(n=12)

*(This figure is dominated by a large organisation working with preschools
and crèches, which said it had 56000 beneficiaries, and which skew the data
towards younger children for these big organisations).
This shows that efforts to help children are spread across the different age
groups.
Child headed and youth headed households
A child headed household was defined as one where the head of the house is
younger than 18, and a youth headed household as one where the head is
aged 19-25 years). Not all organisations make the distinction between these 2
categories, and just call them both CHH, so there may households in the CHH
category which belong in the YHH.
Number of child headed households (CHH)
and youth headed households(YHH)

CHH

YHH

No. of
organisations
reporting
these HHs

Big organisations (n=20)

569

99

9

All other organisations (n=125)

830

848

66

It can be seen that CINDI Members organisations are working with a large
number of CHH and YHH. This is particularly the case with the organisations
not classified as ‘big’.
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Working with preschools and schools
Number of preschools and schools CINDI
Members organisations work with

Big organisations
All other organisations

Creches

Primary
schools

High
schools

1 835*

174

243

407

415

294

*(This figure is dominated by a large organisation working with preschools
and crèches, which said it worked with 1 808 crèches).
The data shows that CINDI Member organisations are working with many
schools, which cater for children of all ages.
Working in gardens
As many organisations described one of their activities/ services as gardening,
a count of gardens associated with the organisations was made.
Number of gardens
Big organisations
All other organisations

Household and
community
gardens
1 456

School
gardens

2 169

107

186

The household and community gardens include the ‘flagship programme’
gardens of the UKZN Dept of Agriculture (One home, one garden). CINDI
Members appear to contribute to this programme. There are also a large
number of gardens at schools, which is often for practical reasons, as schools
have resources such as water and fencing.
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4.15. Situational Analysis by Members: Successes and
challenges , accessing government
resources and advocacy issues
“We have a lot of
Strengths and resources
Members were asked to describe some of the things that are
working well in their project. The following table shows resources
which were commonly identified by at least 5 Members:
Strengths and Resources

support from the
community.” CINDI
Member

Number of
Members

Vegetable gardens (especially home based gardens)

33

Home based care

33

Holistic care for orphaned and vulnerable children

29

Nutritional support programme (feeding schemes, food parcels
or soup kitchens)
There is a structure for working together, staff cooperation,
commitment and unity
Crafts projects, sewing

17

Psychosocial support services for vulnerable children, life skills,
especially when run in schools
Community Education and awareness campaigns, including
drama and traditional dance acts
Treatment support for people living with HIV and AIDS, PMTCT
support
Home visits, working with families and parents

14

Referrals for social grants, helping people to access documents,
good relationship with SASSA
Office administration and organisational operating systems

9

Support from government departments (especially DSD)

7

Creches or supporting crèches

6

Social functions and stress relief projects

6

Youth work and diversion programmes

6

Community support

5

Voluntary counselling and testing (especially mobile VCT units)

5

Soul Buddyz and other children’s clubs

5

Foster care

5

Capacity building of people (empowerment)

5

16
16

13
11
10

8
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The table shows that many of the perceived successes are centered around
direct service provision to children and people affected by HIV and AIDS.
Much of the focus is on provision for material needs, although internal
cooperation and commitment, as well as psychosocial support for children
was also a strong emphasis.
Local challenges
Members were asked to describe some of the local challenges in the areas
where they are working. These may be summarised, in order of the issues
presented most frequently, as follows:
Local Challenges

Number of
Members

Poor nutrition, lack of food or food parcels not accessible,
people stop taking treatment because of no food,
difficulties accessing seeds for gardens
Funding for the project work

51

Poverty – parents are unemployed and destitute

22

Lack of building from which to operate or adequate facilities
at the centre

22

Child abuse (especially sexual abuse)

22

High rate of HIV (eg of parents of children and youth) and
increasing numbers of OVCs

11

Large geographical area to cover, poor roads, limited
transport
Crime (facilitators and community Members get mugged or
hijacked, break-ins at centres)
Politics: political instability affects development, or
councillors want to take credit for the work
Stigma towards HIV and to children who lack uniforms

10

Apathy and lack of information of community members
(especially younger people), silence or stigma about HIV
and AIDS, lack of child safety concern
Keeping caregivers and staff – they are trained and then
leave for better employment opportunities
Lack of collaboration between CBOs in on area or conflict
within CBOs. Political instability affects development
High rate of rape in the area

8

Children and youth using substances (drugs), teens using
ARTs for drugs

6

34

9
9
9

7
6
6
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Facilities for children and adults with special needs, and
integration of children with special needs
Communities not understanding the role of caregivers,
resistance to support
Children receiving grants are not getting appropriate care

5
5
5

Many of the challenges show the distress of CINDI Members in dealing with
extreme poverty, unemployment, poor
“There are grannies who are
infrastructure and social problems. The lack of
emotionally and physically
adequate nutrition of community partners is a
abused. The one granny was left in
notable concern for the Members. The lack of
a wheelbarrow. Another granny
provision of basic needs (food, shelter, water) are
was ill and the people wanted to
a source of concern since this indicates extreme
call an ambulance. But they did
poverty and a lack of infrastructural development
not want to let them call the
reaching many of these areas. The high rate of
ambulance because the next day
social ills such as child abuse, abuse of the elderly,
was pension day. They took her to
get the pension and then she could
crime, stigma etc mentioned by the organisations
go to hospital.” CINDI Mapping
may be linked to the poor economic status of their
Team
communities.
The sustainability of their own organisations also
appears to be a source of concern and stress for
many of the Members.

Accessing Government Resources
Members were asked to comment on any
challenges they have experienced in accessing government services in the
area where they are working. The main themes emerging from this enquiry
were:
Challenges with Government Services

Number of
Members

Accessing grants and documents such as birth certificates,
parents Ids (most problems were linked to Department of Social
Development and to Department of Home Affairs. Some
reported delays from Department of Health in providing birth
certificates)
Accessing support from Department of Health (eg stipends,
home based care kits, gloves, condoms, adult nappies)

75

Problems with Department of Social Development or social
workers (too few, slow service delivery, refusal to work, and
lack of follow up)
Access to health care and treatment (eg poor rollout of
treatment for children at hospitals, clinics too far, hospitals and
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clinic overcrowded)
Basic services lacking, such as adequate housing, sanitation,
water, roads, transport, electricity and telephones

26

Difficulties accessing food parcels

19

Department of Education: lack of recognition, problems
registering ECD centres, children not accessing schooling,
children forced to pay school fees, need for ABET and better
FET facilities
Money for transport to health care facilities, social workers and
home visits, poor roads make access more difficult

18

Lacking funding from the government when we are service
providers, difficult to connect with government

9

Department of Agriculture is difficult to work with and is not
assisting with gardening, do not keep their promises, difficulties
accessing seeds
Accessing IDs for the aged is difficult and grannies can’t pay for
birth certificate costs or can’t get them from families.

8

Councillors interfering with CBOs and blocking progress

7

Government don’t attend community meetings or functions,
sometimes they see CBOs s competing services

7

Police (SAPS) are reluctant to cooperate, especially in child
abuse and rape cases

6

Good working relationship with government, accessing services

6

Lack of support from local municipality

6

Children not attending school

6

Services are not coordinated properly, lack of cooperation in
setting up meetings, do not honour appointments

5

Disrespectfulness of government service providers

5

It was noted that several respondents said that they were not
experiencing any challenges with government, and that they had
a good working relationship with local government service
providers.
Out of the concerns expressed, again many of the primary
concerns relate to accessing basic needs in areas affected by

12

8

“We are working well
with local government
in our area.” CINDI
Member
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extreme poverty. A common challenge encountered was lack of access to
basic health care materials. In relation to these common themes, the highest
numbers of challenges were related to the Department of Home Affairs, the
Department of Social Development and the Department of Health. These
were followed by the Department of Agriculture and the Department of
Education (although it is unsure if people were commenting on the behaviour
of specific individuals in these departments or these provincial departments in
general).
Another interesting cluster of responses concerned the attitudes
of government service providers. For example in Northern
KwaZulu-Natal, the following was said by a Member interviewed
in this project: “Some social workers say we are not in the mood
to work today. Come back tomorrow.”
Note: Previously common issues amongst CINDI Members,
such as access to education (school fee exemption) and
problems with the Department of Home Affairs not as common
as before. This is possibly thanks to CINDI’s targeted
interventions on these previously identified issues.
Some of the complaints were expressed in a somewhat vague
manner – they provide broad themes of enquiry rather than
specific targeted focus areas. If further advocacy is to be done
on these issues, more concrete examples would need to be
collected. However they do highlight some of the key outcomes
which people are struggling to reach through government
support. Several of the common issues are also more specific to
particular regions and this data is available from the original data
analysis.

“Some social workers
say “we are not in the
mood to work today –
come back
tomorrow.” CINDI
Member

“The police make
jokes when we report
cases. They don’t
show serious conduct
with cases of rape,
especially children.”
CINDI Member
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Advocacy priorities
Members were asked “What would you like CINDI to prioritise in terms of
advocacy work?” The responses, ordered in terms of frequency of recurring
responses are listed below:

Advocacy Priorities

Number of
Members

Access to grants, especially where children, the sick and the
elderly are concerned (especially “bringing Department of
Home Affairs to the people”)
Dealing with issues of child safety (child abuse and human
trafficking and rape awareness)

33

Funding, resources, stipends for volunteers, equipment

17

Food parcels, especially for patients on medication

16

Coordinate a collaboration platform with government services
to address service delivery, bring specific speakers to
meetings
Support HIV education and stigma reduction campaigns,
awareness of the role of home based carers

14

Access to health care kits

9

Facilitate the process of obtaining office space or buildings for
CBOS and child care facilities

6

Assist with Department of Social Development blockages (lack
of cooperation from social workers, taking of bribes)

6

Assist with school fee exemptions

6

School uniforms

5

21

11

The advocacy priorities raised by Members match closely with the challenges
encountered. They relate to helping communities access basic resources, such
as social grants and food parcels, as well as some innovative ideas about
developing platforms for exchange with government departments.
When looking at advocacy needs specific to certain geographical areas, the
following was observed:
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Region
Umgundgundlovu
District
uMsunduzi municipality
(central)

Umgungundlovu
District: Edendale

Umgungundlovu
District: Elandskop

Umgungundlovu
District: France

Vulindlela
(Sweetwaters)

uMngeni
(Mpopomeni)

Table Mountain
Ethekwini Metro
(Cato Ridge,
Camperdown)
Uthukela:

Advocacy Priorities
Access to social grants and registration of crèches
emerged as core issues in this area. Stigma towards
people living with HIV and AIDS, and substance
abuse was also mentioned as a challenge to be
addressed collectively. Problems with councillors were
also mentioned. Xenophobia and support to refugees
came up as an issue for this area.
Access to social grants, problems with local clinics
and health care services, and lack of services from
the Department of Agriculture were mentioned.
Professionalisation of home based carers was
mentioned, as well as access to ART.
Accessing gloves, home based care kits and other
health care services were prioritised, along with
nutritional support, access to grants and school fee
exemptions. Rates of child abuse are high, but SAPS
is said to be unresponsive.
Educational awareness around HIV and AIDS and
psychosocial support of children were mentioned,
along with nutritional support and gardening needs.
Sexual abuse and prostitution were also mentioned.
Access to grants and home based care kits were
other challenges.
Access to social grants, health care services and
nutritional support were prioritised, along with
addressing stigma and child abuse cases. CINDI was
asked to advocate on specific challenges with social
workers not wishing to assist certain parts of
Sweetwaters.
Difficulties accessing food parcels and poor nutrition,
accessing social grants, schools not accepting letters
applying for school fee exemption, child abuse, delays
in securing places of safety for children, office space
and housing are limited.
Basic services, access to social grants, food parcels,
stipends, school uniforms and access to health care
were mentioned for this area.
Liaison with government departments, such as Home
Affairs, Department of Social Development. Funding
needs were raised. Stigma towards people living with
HIV and AIDS was mentioned.
Basic need such as water, housing, electricity and
access to social grants were commonly reported.
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Ladysmith

uMkhanyakude

Ugu / Sisonke
uThungulu
(Eshowe)

Amajuba District
(Newcastle)
uMzinyathi
(Greytown)

Dealing with cases of rape and child abuse was also
prioritised.
Basic needs such as water, food parcels, challenges
regarding the cost of travelling long distances were
mentioned. Challenges accessing documents like birth
certificates were mentioned, along with lack of
cooperation from social workers at the Department of
Social Development. Some outlying areas had limited
access to health services.
Access to grants and delays from social workers were
mentioned. Child abuse and corporal punishment in
schools were also mentioned.
Access to documents for social grants were
mentioned, and challenges working with police
(SAPS) on child abuse cases. Challenges with
Department of Agriculture were also reported.
Shelters and offices were required.
Delays in access to social grants, lack of lack of
funding and delays in receiving stipends, HBC kits are
not enough, there is stigma towards people living
with HIV and AIDS.
Basic needs such as water, food parcels, challenges
regarding the cost of travelling long distances were
mentioned. Challenges accessing documents like birth
certificates were mentioned, along with lack of
cooperation from social workers at the Department of
Social Development. Some outlying areas had limited
access to health services.

A general observation is that the rural areas seem to lack infrastructure and
core services and the needs presented in these areas seem to be more
around basic needs. The Members from more urban areas seem to wish to
target specific government service providers. Stigma towards people affected
by HIV and AIDS, and access to specific health care services were mentioned
in urban areas. Access to social grants was a common theme from most areas,
both rural and urban.
Capacity development needs
In terms of organisational capacity development, all Members were asked: “Is
there any organisational capacity development support that you would
appreciate from CINDI or its other Members?” The topics that were requested
by more than 5 Members, in order of those occurring most frequently were:
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Capacity Development Need

Number of
Members

Financial Management

59

Fundraising and Proposal Writing

56

Project Management

50

Computer Skills

44

Home Based Care

29

Organisational Governance and OD

28

Counselling, communication and
psychosocial support skills
ARV adherence and treatment

25

Child Protection or Rights

23

Child Care

16

Leadership

16

Office / administrative skills

15

Updates on legislation, Children’s Act

13

Monitoring and Evaluation

12

Child participation

10

Report writing

9

HIV counselling

9

Advocacy

8

Supervision, debriefing and
mentorship
Linkages with local CBOs and NGOs

7

23

6

It is interesting to note that the top requests relate more to
issues of governance and administrative capacity of the Member
organisations. In terms of the requests made by only one or two
Members, these were primarily for specific technical skills
particular to the focus of each organisation.
These capacity building requests also show a similarity to the
anticipated benefits Members have of CINDI (shown in Section
4.12).

“The organisational
structure should not
be family based.
CINDI should
encourage
organisations to visit
one another.” CINDI
Member
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4.16. Observations from CINDI Mapping
Team
The CINDI Mapping Team who facilitated with interviews
with Members was asked to record their observations. They
were interviewed at the end of the Mapping visits. The
following common themes emerged:

“We could not be rude and
rush off to the next
interview when people had
gone through so much
trouble to prepare for our
visit.” CINDI Mapping
Team

•

The generous hosting, especially by some of the
most under-resourced Network Members was greatly
appreciated by the Mapping Team.

•

The Mapping process was seen as a valuable exchange of
information for both the CNO and the Members.

•

The CINDI Network seems to have become more
approachable to some Members.

•

There has been an increase in case referrals to the CNO
since the Mapping Project started, as Members now know
that they can access help with specific cases.

•

There was interest expressed by Members in accountability
systems and data management.

•

Concern and appreciation was expressed for the
distances travelled and difficult road conditions which
Members go through to attend Network Meetings.

•

There were several smaller Members who seemed to be
dominated by one particular individual or family.

•

The local councillors and traditional leadership in some
areas were seen to be interfering negatively in the CBO
functioning, especially when the CBO managed to access
resources.

•

Some of the full voting Members who are larger and more developed
do not perceive themselves as benefitting from the Network anymore.

•

The Mapping Team felt that some Members “have the heart” for the
work with children in distress, but lack organisational capacity, while
others only “look good on paper.”

•

The fact that many of the minutes of CINDI proceedings are in English
and that proposals for funding through the funding conduit have to be

“The Members
could see where they
fit into the Network
– which cluster to
join.” CINDI
Mapping Team

“Before, the Members
were afraid to speak
out. Now they are free
because they know
us.” CINDI Mapping
Team
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submitted in English was felt to be biasing access to resources from
the CINDI Network to those organistations fluent in English.

5.

Discussion

5.1. Reflecting on the mapping process
In the initiation and implementation of this Mapping Project, the CINDI
Network Office showed a commitment to reflective learning. The innovations,
successes and challenges of the Mapping Project were recorded at each step
of the process. Provided below is a summary of these key learnings.
Project conceptualisation and management
The initial process of clarification of the project purpose, aims and expected
outputs was extremely important. This was thoroughly negotiated during the
initial writing of the terms of reference and contracting. Even though this took
some time at the start of the Project, it saved many potential subsequent
disagreements or role confusion. The terms and roles were clearly outlined at
the start of the Project, however the specific tasks and workflow required
later revision and explicit formulation. Also despite, and perhaps thanks to,
initial clear formulation, the roles were able to be later re-negotiated when
challenges such as illness, limited budgets and role differentiation within the
CNO emerged. For example the consultants were initially not required to
undertake the data capture, but later agreed incorporate this into their work
when such limitations were encountered.
Consultation with Members
The value of participatory processes was once again confirmed for CINDI
when it became clear that the Members who were part of the initial
consultation network meetings were much more willing to be involved in the
project and showed greater understanding (and therefore less resistance or
anxiety) about the Project.
Reception during mapping visits
The positive reception of the Mapping Team by almost all Members was very
rewarding and heartening. It highlighted the need for CINDI to become more
visible in Members’ areas. It also showed the value of acknowledging the hard
work that Members are doing and seeing firsthand the difficult conditions
under which Members are making significant impact. The Mapping Team all
commented on how the experience has given them a greater appreciation of
the challenges faced by Members, even for example in coming to meetings on
time from great distances and with limited infrastructure.
Data collection, organisation, capture and analysis
A project of this scale was only successful thanks to highly organised
personnel and specifically planned processes, protocols, designated areas for
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delivery and filing of questionnaire etc. Additional precautions were taken
such as photocopying all questionnaires in case any went missing at some
stage during the project process. Dedicated roles were assigned to each step
of the process, with a signing off of any transferred materials, such that noone would be able to claim fault with anyone else if any of the data went
missing.
Data collection for a project of this scale and nature will always be
challenging. Particular challenges involved finding personnel to do the data
collection, the varied nature of the organisations being visited, and the
particular organisational staff who were available to be interviewed. As the
organisations have such differing organisational structures, and carry out such
a variety of activities, standardization of the data was difficult. Data could also
not be collected if the person being interviewed did not know the information,
or did not have the data available. Given the broad geographic reach of the
project, and the time and costs involved in following up missing data by cell
phone, only certain key data was followed up. Problems were experienced in
the data capture, as the consultants were not contracted to do the data entry,
but ended up doing it.
Data analysis for both quantitative and qualitative data across such a broad
range of organisations was also challenging.

5.2. Emerging themes
Some observations are provided in this section on the common issues that
were presented by CINDI Members participating in the project.
Responses according to size and scope of organisations
In general the smaller or developing organisations expressed a concern for
more basic needs of their project partners, such as the need for food, shelter,
water, and basic health care. It would seem that many of the staff and
volunteers of these organisations are directly in touch with the suffering
experienced by the poorest Members of the communities they serve. The
more developed organisations offered more strategic interventions focusing
on higher points of leverage, perhaps since their management (who were
interviewed in this project) are slightly removed from the degree of daily
suffering at implementation level, and have more experience in strategic
thinking and are more urban-based.
The smaller organisations had mainly volunteers and unpaid programme staff,
and expressed concern for lack of funding, office space and basic equipment,
which did not concern larger organisations. There was a trend that the
smaller organisations appeared to access municipal/ government and local
development funding, whereas the bigger organisations were able to leverage
international funding.
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Differences between areas
The situation in KwaZulu-Natal, with its dispersed settlement patterns, which
makes service delivery difficult, is probably different from other provinces
where people settle more in villages, towns and cities. Within KwaZulu- Natal,
the differences between accessing of services etc seemed to be more
noticeable between the rural and urban/peri-urban areas, than between
districts.
Gender observations
There are still strong gender biases noticed in the participation of males and
females in the sector, as evidenced by the data collected on staff, volunteers
and numbers of beneficiaries.
The sector is still largely dominated by women, probably because the work
involves care and nurture in many cases, which is traditionally seen as the
female domain. It is encouraging however, that some organisations are
beginning to address the role of men in this particular context.
It is interesting that the services appeared to be offered more to girls than to
boys, the reason for which is not known.
Core needs expressed
The priority advocacy issues which emerged from various questions in the
study, were around:
• Facilitating access to key documents and social grants, especially of
extremely marginalized community Members (like grandmothers
looking after orphaned children)
• Addressing issues of child safety
• Provision of nutrition, especially for people on treatment for chronic
illnesses
• Access to basic health care equipment
• Access to funding, stipends, office space and equipment for the
Member organisations in order to be able to continue their work
Geographic contextual factors
The CINDI network organisations are reaching children all over KwaZuluNatal. Through the larger organisations which are well resourced in terms
funding and expertise, a variety of programmes are offered. However, these
organisations operate from cities and towns, and are often branches of
organisations operating at national level. The smaller organisations usually
have been formed in response to a perceived need by community members,
often in rural areas not reached by the larger organisations, and they offer in
depth care and support. An interesting feature coming out of the mapping
exercise is the number of larger organisations which are establishing projects
(not branches) in the rural areas, and which work with smaller organisations,
to increase their reach.
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CINDI thus has an opportunity to work with organisations which are working
in geographically diverse areas. The mapping exercise has demonstrated both
the need for CINDI to work there, but also that it is logistically and financially
challenging. Careful strategic planning is needed so that CINDI resources are
not stretched too thin, and that sustainable initiatives are undertaken.
Opportunities for development
In terms of the role of the CINDI Network and its strategic vision and
mandate, and in relation to many of the above, Members felt that CINDI had
a valuable role to play in coordinating a platform for exchange with various
government service providers. This is an opportunity for the Network. The
focus on respectful exchange was a valuable contribution from many
Members and may become a core value of the development of such a
platform.
Specific advocacy projects may be taken up by the CINDI Network Office,
especially in relation to social grants access, child safety, nutrition and health
care. These needs would require further investigation as to the exact nature
of the blockages in accessing such resources, which may then lead to
targeted intervention or partnership with other national advocacy initiatives.
The degree to which the CINDI Network responds to the current financial
sustainability crisis in the sector, expressed by many Members, requires
further strategic consideration. Once again this may be supported by
advocacy work to release blockages in local development foundations’
funding, which is still slow to reach the Members. This could link with the
establishment of a networking platform with government and local
development foundations.
Retaining all types of Members
CINDI has been undergoing a transformation. At its inception, CINDI
consisted of a number of large and a few smaller NGOs, operating within the
Pietermaritzburg context, sharing information and doing some case work for
children in this area. This mapping exercise has shown that the nature and
reach of the membership has changed. Most of the smaller organisations
attend network and cluster meetings and make use of what CINDI has to
offer. However, there may be a lack of interest and engagement from the
larger NGOs if their anticipated benefits are not met. Careful planning and
consultation is needed to retain these important Members, who have a role to
play in sustaining the network and ‘growing’ emerging Members.
Operating the Network
Many Members thanked CINDI for the mapping visits and
requested that CINDI visit their area more frequently. There
were many specific suggestions regarding regular
communication with CINDI (eg sms reminders were
appreciated). CINDI was also requested to provide transport
money for people to attend meetings. Members also requested

“CINDI is doing a
great job. Keep up the
good work.” CINDI
Member
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case management assistance in dealing with specific cases of abused children
or families without grants. One Member suggested that different
organisations and clusters should have opportunities to present at Network
meetings.
These contributions showed how much the networking with CINDI is
appreciated.
Again, a common request from different districts was for CINDI to develop a
networking platform for regular exchange with various government service
providers. This could be considered for local districts and provincial level
exchange.
Many Members had limited information about the role of the CINDI Network
and this would be a valuable area for follow up in future.
Members were provided an opportunity to give any further
suggestions to the CINDI Network. Their responses are
clustered in common themes below, and most related to the
role of the CINDI Network.

“CINDI is a
supportive Network
with respect to works
and training.” CINDI
Member

Contact with CINDI Network Office
Most of the Members who participated in the project expressed
a wish for more contact with the CINDI Network Office, for
example having such visits twice a year. Especially the smaller
organisations from outlying rural areas said that they
appreciated feeling included and having their work witnessed by
CINDI. There was a common request for “mentorship” by the CINDI Network
in order to develop the capacity of the smaller Members. There were several
requests for more people to be able to attend the CINDI training so that the
whole organisation benefits, not just a few individuals.
More information about the CINDI Network
There was a fair degree of confusion about the role of the CINDI Network
amongst many Members. The Members who participated in the Project said
that they learnt more about the purpose of CINDI, but that they would like
further information. Explanations about why some Members receive funding
were also requested.

Clusters and district networking
“Keep the clusters –
The collaboration in the issue-based Clusters of the Network was
they are relevant.”
appreciated by many Members. This was deemed beneficial
CINDI Member
thanks to the closer contact with organisations involved in similar
types of work, and to the capacity building benefits experienced
within the Clusters. One Member called for more professional
conduct in the clusters. Several Members expressed interest in
closer contact with Members in their areas and the idea of district networking
was supported.
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6.

Recommendations

Key recommendations for the future, with respect to issues emerging from
this data, are summarised below.
Operational issues
• Careful strategic planning is needed so that CINDI can operate beyond its
immediate district, with resources not being stretched too thin, and so
that sustainable initiatives are undertaken.
•

Discuss with Members about the idea of establishing district networking
clusters to address local issues and promote greater collaboration between
Members. However, a feasibility study in terms of human and financial
resources must accompany this dialogue. A plan for phasing in of district
network clusters should be developed, with a pilot network cluster/ node
being undertaken first.

•

Consult with different types of Members during the strategic review
process to ensure that Members of all size organisations are retained in
the network, through addressing the benefits they anticipate.

•

Discuss with Network Members the strategic direction CINDI should take
in terms of the funding crisis being expressed by most Members.

•

Membership criteria for CINDI Members should be clarified. There could
be a range of benefits for Members linked to various criteria: General
membership for organisations which work indirectly with children, in which
they could access information through network and cluster meeting
attendance, and then membership for those organisations working directly
with children where benefits would include access to training and
resources.

•

Produce an information document about the package of benefits
associated with being a CINDI Member, information about network and
cluster meetings, and CNO contact people. This would clarify and inform
Members about the role of the CINDI Network which was expressed as a
need by several Members.

•

The issue of language for the various CINDI activities needs to be carefully
considered, to meet the differing needs of Members, and to be inclusive of
as many Members as possible. (This includes language of network and
cluster meetings, minutes, submissions for training and funding etc).

Advocacy
• Establish platforms for respectful liaison with government service
providers. Various types of platforms could be established, such as
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meetings with specific departments, inter-sectoral teams, and child care
forums.
•

Undertake joint advocacy (including CNO and Members) to address the
specific issues identified commonly amongst all Members, such as:
o Access to documents
o Access to social grants
o Child safety
o Access to nutrition (eg food parcels) for children and people
living with HIV and AIDS
o Consistent access to basic health care equipment

•

Discuss the role of the CINDI Network in challenging negative interference
from local leadership in the functioning of CBOs, and the role of the CINDI
Network in mediating conflicts within and between CINDI Members.

•

Undertake advocacy training for CINDI Members, to give them skills to do
their own advocacy.

Future direction
• Undertake strategic planning about the services to be offered through
CINDI, taking into account needs expressed by CINDI Members during this
mapping exercise. If funding is a constraint on the implementation of a
particular activity, then targeted fundraising may be undertaken.
•

Undertake capacity building on the following commonly identified needs:
o Financial management
o Fundraising
o Project management
o Home based care
o Organisational governance and development
o Counselling, communication and psychosocial support skills
o Ongoing updated information and sharing about strategies
relating to ARV treatment and adherence
o Child protection and child rights

•

Models for mentorship for training should be explored. This is a difficult
activity to undertake successfully, but can really help Members ‘grow’ their
organisations.

•

A request from many Members is that CINDI provide regular updates on
changes in government policies and laws, especially relating to child
protection and care.

•

Other key training to be considered is monitoring of beneficiaries. Many
organisations submit reports and data to organisations but do not have an
understanding of monitoring, which is important for tracking results and to
be used for accessing funding.
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•

Many organisations did not have policies, especially key policies for those
working in the children’s sector, like child safety. CINDI could consider
providing training on the development of policies.

•

Where training is provided, consider budgeting for ‘top up’ training, as
many organisations mentioned staff attrition as staff get better jobs and
leave the organisations, resulting in a decrease of organisational capacity.

•

A concept with which many Members were not familiar is that of child
participation. CINDI could make a great contribution to children’s rights in
the promotion of understanding what participation of children involves,
beyond just being beneficiaries of projects/ programmes.

•

Undertake creative planning for exposure of innovative practices to the
whole network (which could take the form of presentations by Members at
network meetings or a conference of innovative practices etc).

Routine data collection about Members in the future
• The contact appreciated during the Mapping Project, and the information
gained by the CINDI Network Office about the functioning and needs of its
Members was highly beneficial. However, such an extensive undertaking
was expensive and time consuming. Hence, in order to be realistic about
the information needs and capacity of the Network Office, the following
are recommended:
o Collecting a full set of information during a visit when new
Members join the Network or apply to join, based on an
adaptation of this questionnaire. The questionnaires should be
filed (electronic and hard copy) according to districts.
•

Continue to develop and sustain the Excel data base containing the core
data necessary for running the CNO, adding data about new Members
when this becomes available.
o Ensure that there is dedicated human resource to maintain the
core Membership data. One person in the CNO must be
responsible for the regular updating of the database, so that
only one version of a ‘read only’ copy of this core database is in
circulation at any one time.
o Update the core details of the Members (for example through
Membership renewal). Key information to be updated regularly
are the contact details for the organisations.
o Conduct specific sample-based research projects or surveys on
some of the non-core data collected in this project, as needed
by the CINDI Network (eg advocacy issues, capacity
development needs).
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•

Maintain direct contact between the CINDI Network Office and Members,
since this was greatly appreciated during the Mapping Project.

7.

Conclusion and Thanks

The enthusiasm shown by CINDI Members in receiving the Mapping Team
during this project was heart-warming. Witnessing the dedication of the
Members who are working in contexts of extreme poverty and illness was also
a source of great inspiration. Their attention to the needs of communities and
children affected by HIV and AIDS came through clearly in the concerns
expressed during the interviews. The Members of the team who facilitated
this CINDI Mapping Project and research report would like to express our
heartfelt appreciation to all who participated in this process and for the hard
work and commitment to children in distress.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Members Who Participated in the
Mapping Project
Pietermaritzburg Central (Umgundgundlovu District, Umsunduzi
Municipality)
Community Care Project trust
Save Act
SOS childrens villages
Thandanani Childrens Fund
Create
Key ministries
Project Gateway
Sinani
Youth For Christ KZN
Breakthru Community Action
BESG
Lifeline
Rivlife International
Manna Consulting
Sunlit Gardens
Simunye Group
NICRO
Umthombo Wolwazi Project
SAVF KZN Social Services
PMB Mental Health Society
Gezubuso Project
Vukuzahle ? Of Life
PACSA Christian Social Action
PAFTA
St Nicholas School
PADCA
Khulogqame Creche/ Preschool Association
Child & Family Welfare Society of PMB
Salvation Army
Masiphile Project
Sincengimpilo Community Project
Omama Besililo
Silindokuhle Home & Hospice Centre
Lethuthando CBO
Wonders and Miracles
FAMSA
Phila Support Group
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PMB Childrens Home
Siphamandla Health and Welfare Project
Masakhane Creche
Msunduzi Hospice Association
Pietermaritzburg surrounding areas (Umgundgundlovu District)
Mphilonhle
Uncedo Project
Indlela Yokuphila Support Group
Thandimpilo Community Project
Buhle Group
Vukuzithatha Project
Vulindlela Child & Family Welfare
Mabadle Baphilo
GIMREF
Harewood Moscow Caluza Smero project
Khomzizwi Project
Mzimbophilayo
Ezengenkatho CBO & Services
Siphilisa Isizwe
Nhlakanipho Community Organisation
Qoqisizwe Community Care
Zamimpilo Drop in Centre
Izimbali Zesizwe Orphans & Vulnerable Feeding & Outreach
Programme
Bonginkosi Community Organisation
Siyaphilisa Community Based Care Centre
Meyo
Swelihle Group
Silethimpilo Community Organisation
Youth in Action
Thokozani CBO
Siyabanakekela
Lethimpilo CBO
Sinethemba CBO
Sinethemba Health Service (SG)
Thandokuhle Health Care Givers
Inkanyezi Youth Development
Sicelokuhle
Sino thando Child Care Centre
Othandweni Community Service Centre
Abanqobi Support and Care
Masibumbane Creche
Nzondweni Creche
Qalokuhle
Amen Day Care Centre
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Vuyolwethu Organisation
Masakhane CBO ( now Abanqobi)
Thuthukani Youth Development
Siyazama Women's Organisation
Khanyisani Project
Vulamehlo
Siyaphambili Community Project
Isibanisezwe
Abanqobi SG
Hlelungomuso SG
Impumelelo Youth Organisation
Ethembeni HIV/AIDS Ministry
Masibumbane Mission
DART/ CHUMA
Zenzeleni Project
Vulindlela Community CBO
Friends for life
ACAT
Sizanani Widows SG
Khanya Afrika
Mpophomeni Gender and Paralegal Office
Thembalihle HIV/AIDS
Maqonngo Community Care Centre
Zithuthukise Development Organisation
Malibongwe Organisation
Umshwati CBO
Mpolweni Community Centre
Kenosis
Ethekwini Metro (Durban) and Ilembe District
Valley Trust
Olive Leaf
One voice/ Dance for life
TREE
Siyaphepha Community Care
Centre
Vulamehlesizwe
Siyabathande Youth Group
Vumelani Abantwana EC
Bhambayi Settlement Project
Childline KZN
Sisonke Youth Development
Programme
Khayalethu Community Care
KwaXimba Outreach Programme
Zenzeleni MaAfrika
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Uthukela District (Ladysmith)
Usizolwethu Community Care Project
Thembalethu Care Organisation
Thuthukani Creche
Sikhona Care Centre
Kuyasa Development Organisation
Eagels Catering
Thandokuhle Creche
Thembelihle Special Opportunity School
Omama Bempumelelo
Bhekuzulu Self Sufficient
Watersmeet Youth in Action
Umkhanyakude District
Amaphipho Agafezeka Community Care Centre
Mpukunyoni Paralegal Office
Siphelele Community Care
Makhowe Community Development organisation
Isinkwasethu Community Development
Celukuthula Community Aid & Counselling community
development
Ezisakwini Development Initiative
Sukumani Community Organisation
Melusi Noah
Nqgopheni Caregivers
Mzondeni Orphan Care
Gunjaneni HBC
Zehlusi? Community Development
Vusisizwe Organisation
Unyezi CBO
Community Health and Development Society
Inqabayethu Community Development Network
Siyaphambili Community Care
Ingwavuma Orphan Care
Ikhayalethu Support Group
Ugu and Sisonke Districts
Sinomhawo AIDS project
Rehoboth Children's
Village
Woza Moya Project
Uthungulu District (Eshowe)
Kwanhlizinyonye
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Senzakwenzeka Community Development
Umlalazi St Thomas Health Project
Child Care SA (Inkhanyezi Child Welfare)
Amajuba District (Newcastle)
Genyaneni Community Care service
KwaHilda Ongcwele HIV/AIDS Centre
The children is our future
Masiphile HIV/AIDS grp
Nqutu AIDS Committee (Philani Community
Centre)
Kwanele HBC
Umzinyathi District (Greytown)
Little Big Creche Preschool
Snothando
Hlengisizwe Organisation
Umvoti AIDS centre
Khuthulani against Poverty and AIDS
KAPA
Philanjalo
Sizanani Christian Fellowship
Letcee Organisation
Ubumbano Action Group
Siyanqoba Soup Kitchen
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Appendix 2: CINDI Mapping 2010 Questionnaire

Ref 011-496 NPO
Section 18a Ref 930008976
55 Jabu Ndlovu Street, Pietermaritzburg. 3200
P.O. Box 157, Pietermaritzburg. 3200
Tel: 033-3457994, Fax: 033-3457272 E-mail: info@cindi.org.za Website: www.cindi.org.za
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

CINDI MAPPING 2010
DATA COLLECTION FORM (Version 2)
Hello, my name is __________________________
Thank you for your time in meeting us today and welcoming us to your
organisation.
CINDI is interested in the needs of its Members. This time together is about
listening to what Members think are important issues for us to be working on
together. It is also for CINDI to get information about its Membership so that
it can help children. This is not a test or an audit and we would be very glad if
you tell us more about your organisation. At the end we will also give you a
chance to ask questions about us. Is it OK if we record what you are saying
so that we can come back to it later?
Name of Interviewer:
_____________
1)

_____________________

Date:

MEMBERSHIP

Full Voting
Member
Cluster Membership
Home Based Care
Community Development
CBO Cluster

Affiliate Member

Friend of
CINDI

Psychosocial Support
Children in Care
None
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2)

ORGANISATIONAL INFORMATION
Name of
Organisation:
Copy of
certificate seen
Date of issue

NPO No:

Yes
No

Physical address:

Municipal Ward
where office is
based:
Postal
Code:

Postal address:

Telephone Number:

Fax Number:

Email:
Website:
Contact Person:
Position:
Cell No:
Name of Alternative
Contact:
Cell No:
In which areas are
you working?

Districts & Municipality:

Do you have a
computer?
Is there anyone in
your organisation
who can use:

Yes / No

Specific communities
& wards:
Do you have
internet access?
Ms Word: Yes / No
Excel: Yes / No
Email and Internet: Yes / No
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3) STAFF AND VOLUNTEERS
Type of Staff
Project Staff (Implementers)
Admin / Management Staff
Volunteers (unpaid)
Volunteers (stipends)

Total

Male

Female

Please draw a simple organogram with the Member organisation.
Please add this in the space below.
Organogram
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4) SERVICES OFFERED
4.1. Vision or
Description of
the organisation
(in their own
words or copied
from their
documents)
4.2. Mission
(copied directly
from their
documents)
4.3. Services
offered directly
to children
(“Tell us about
your project”
and listen for
the following)
(If they give a
long list, Mark
them all, then
please ask
“What are the
3 main things
that you do?”
Then please
number these)
4.4. Services
offered to
caregivers
(parents,
grandparents,
foster parents
etc)

Home based care
Access to
treatment

Psychosocial support &
counselling
Child abuse case
management

Feeding schemes

Creche or child care

Access to
education

Access to school uniforms

Residential care
Other:

Parenting skills
training
Access to grants

Psychosocial support &
counselling
Vegetable gardening
support

Other:

4.5. Services
offered to others
(please specify –
eg leadership)
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5) TRAINING RECEIVED
QUESTION

TOPICS COVERED

5.1. What training have you and/or
Members of your organisation had?
(on capacity building, working with
children etc)

6) OTHER EXPERTISE
FIELD

ACTIVITIES & TOPCS OFFERED

6.1. Training:
What training do you
offer?

6.2. Research:
Do you do any research,
and if so, what?

6.3. Advocacy

6.4. Is there any other
innovative practice you are
doing that you would like to
share with CINDI Members?
(What is it about your
project that you are really
proud of?)
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7) ORGANISATIONAL GOVERNANCE
CAPACITY
7.1. Does your organisation have a cheque account
in the name of the organisation?

ALREADY HAVE / NEEDED

7.2. Does your organisation keep a detailed list of
all income and expenditure, with supporting
documentation?
7.3. Does your organisation have a board /
committee of management?
7.4. Is your board or committee made up of your
own staff or volunteers or are they outside
(independent) people?
7.5. a. Where and how often does your board
meet?
b. Where and how often does your staff or
organisation meet?
7.6. Does your organisation keep minutes of their
meetings?
7.7. Does your organisation keep records of all the
work undertaken?
(Please make a note of what type of M&E records
they keep)
7.8. Does your organisation write reports on its
work?
(please make a note about what type of reports)
7.9. Does your organisation have any written
policies in place?

(Try to listen out for the following)
0 Child safety policy
0 Environmental impact policy
0 Financial management
policy
0 Gender policy
0 Human resource
management policy
0 Any other policies?

7.10. From which sources does your organisation
receive funding?
(list of donors, Membership fees, people paying
out of their own pockets, government stipends etc)
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8) NETWORKING
8.1. Which other
organisations do you
regularly work with?
(local and national and
government departments
and Local AIDS Council,
ward level committees)
Who are you contact
people in each of these
organisations? (If
possible please get the
phone number of this
person)
8.2. Have you had any
training and information
about Children’s Rights,
the Children’s Act, Child
Justice Act, Sexual Abuse
Act, issues around child
trafficking.
8.3. What role do
children play in your
projects? (listen out for
child participation)
8.4. What do you hope to
gain from being part of
the CINDI Network:
(specifically ask these)
o Specific activities
o Particular topics

Local:
National:

Government Departments:

8.5. How do you think
you could contribute to
the CINDI Network:
o Specific activities
o Particular topics
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9) NUMBER OF BENEFICIARIES
9.1. Do you have a list of all the names of the children that you
work with?
9.2. How many children did you work with in the past year?
9.3.How many boys and
how many girls?

Yes / No

Females / Girls
Males / Boys
0-6 years

9.4. How many children of
each age group?

7-13 years
Primary School
14-18
High School
9.5. How many care givers of children (eg parents, gogos) did you
work with in the past year?
9.6. How many of these caregivers were aged 60 years or older
9.7. What was the gender
of caregivers you worked
with?

Number of female caregivers
Number of male caregivers

9.8. How many households
did you visited this past
year?

First visits
Follow up visits

9.9. How many child
headed households
(responsible person is
aged under 18 years) did
you visit?
9.10. How many schools
did you work with this past
year?
9.11. How many vegetable
gardens did you support
this past year?

How many youth
headed households
(responsible person is
aged 19-25 years) did
you visit
Creches
Primary schools
High schools
Community or family gardens
School gardens
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Seen it?

10) SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS & ADVOCACY ISSUES
Now we are going to look at the context where you are working (not your
project specifically).
10.1. Please describe
some of the things that
are working well in your
project.

10.2. Please describe
some of the local
challenges in the areas
where you are working (3
main challenges). These
may be around access to
education, health care,
social grants, child
protection and safety,
nutrition or housing.

10.3. Please describe any
other challenges you have
accessing government
services in the area where
you are working.

10.4. What would you like
CINDI to prioritise in
terms of advocacy work?

10.5. Is there any
organisational capacity
development support that
you would appreciate
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from CINDI or its other
Members?

10.6. Is there anything
else you would like to
suggest to the CINDI
Network?
10.7. Do you have any
comments or questions
for us?
(prompt: anything)

CNO
11. Please make any
further comments about
your observations of the
organisation and what
would be helpful.
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Appendix 3: CINDI Mapping 2010 Schedule Sample
DATE
20-23
April
27-30
April
4-7 May
11-14
May
18-21
May

Jaqcui

Nomhle

Umkhanyakude (with Jaqcui)
(9)
Umkhanyakude (with Jacqui)
(10)
Newcastle (7)
(with Jacqui)
Elandskop (12)

Elandskop
(11)

Camperdown & Camperdown
Cato Ridge (6) & Cato Ridge
(6)
25-28
Mpopomeni &
Mpopomeni
May
Howick (9)
& Howick (8)
1-4
Richmond (4)
(with Jaqcui
June
Sweetwaters
for
(6)
Richmond)
Sweetwaters
(6)
8-11
Sweetwaters
Sweetwaters
June
(9)
(8)
15-18 Edendale (12)
Edendale
June
(12)
22-25 Imbali / France Imbali /
June
(12)
France (12)
29 June Edendale (11)
– 2 July

Esther (&
Mpume /
Hle)
Not
available
Not
available
Not
available
Elandskop
&
Maqongqo
(7)
Not
available

Mpume &
Hle

Finance
Team

Scheduling

Not
available
Not
available
Not
available
Not
available

Central (9)

Not
available

Not
available
Not
available

(Hle
Unavailable)
Central (9)

Not
available
Not
available

Not
available
Not
available
Not
available
Not
available

Central (9)

Central
(6)
Central
(6)

Scheduling
Central (9)
(with
Esther)

Central (9)
Central (9)
Central (9)

Appendix 4: CINDI Mapping 2010 Data Tracking
Form
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NAME OF
ORGANISATION
Child Care
South Africa
Senzakwenzeke
Community
Development
Umlalazi St
Thomas Health
Project
Kwanhliziyonye
Resource Care
Centre
KRCC
Isihawu
Emthonjaneni

INTERVIEWER

DATE
VISITED

ORGANISATION
RESPRESENTATIVE

FILE RECEIVED
BY:

DATE
RECEIVED
BY OFFICE

Jacqui

2010/10/03

Lwazi Fihlela

Mpume

15/3/2010

Hlengiwe

2010/11/03

Sibongiseni
Malakoane

Mpume

15/3/2010

Nomhle

2010/10/03

Zanele Mavundla

Mpume

15/3/2010

Jacqui

2010/10/03

Phindile Khumalo

15/3/2010

Jacqui
Lwazi/
Jacqui/
Nomhle
Nomhle

2010/12/03

Mxolisi Nyuswa

Mpume
Oustanding
form

2010/12/03
2010/11/03

Nini Xulu

Oustanding
form
Outstanding
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HBC
Lilizelani
Development
Project

form
Organisation
was not found
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